Hubert Robert
A Woman Fishing and Other Figures by Roman Ruins; Women Drawing Water from a Basin
while a Man Contemplates a Classical Statue
A Woman Fishing… signed and dated lower center: H. Robert/P.ANNO/1780
Oil on canvas
Each: 24 ¾ by 31 1/8 in.; 63 by 79 cm.
Hubert Robert was one of the pre-eminent French landscape painters of the 18th century. He trained for
over a decade in Rome before establishing himself at the center of the Parisian art world upon his
return to the city in 1765. He exhibited regularly at the Salons until 1797 and completed countless
commissions for the nobility, aristocracy and foreign dignitaries throughout
his career. Robert was renowned for his imaginary landscapes featuring ancient ruins and beautiful
gardens, often incorporating both known and fantastical architectural elements in his compositions.
Hubert Robert continued to return to his drawings of Italian ruins for inspiration once he returned to
France, eventually earning the sobriquet “Robert des Ruines.” A depiction of an ancient circular temple
similar to that in the first of the present pair of paintings, for example, also appears in a painting by
Robert of 1784, and a structure similar to the broken columns
beneath a cornice on the right of the second painting is featured in a work by the artist which sold at
Sotheby’s London in 2012. The present pair was painted in 1780, the year Robert moved with his family
into the Louvre, where he was granted a studio. Though he was a prolific painter throughout his life,
there are few known paintings by Hubert Robert from this year.
The pair of paintings will be included in the catalogue raisonné of the paintings of Hubert Robert, to be
published by the Wildenstein Institute.
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